The following ISA-TAB-Nano curated examples are using Version 1.2 of the ISA-TAB-Nano specification.


   2014-04-08 NCL_SPP_JHU-PZouMP2013v1.2.zip


   2014-05-02 UTSMC_TAM_NCL-SLoMP2010v1.2.zip


   2014-06-30 NCSR_UP_TEI-EEfthimiadouIJP2014v1.2.zip


   2016-10-14 NWU-SJensenSTM2013v1.2.zip


   2015-03-04 WU_HCH-CWenACSNano2014v1.2.zip


   2015-02-04 Caltech-HHanBC2013v1.2.zip


   2015-02-27 BRICH_Caltech_TMUSGaurNMB2014v1.2.zip


   2015-08-26 SJTU-YGuanBM2014v1.2.zip


   2015-07-03 JHU_MB-KPericaACSNano2014v1.2.zip


   2015-10-01 UI-UC_GPC_NCSU-LTangPNAS2014v1.2.zip


   2015-10-01 RU_BCM-CAyala-OrozcoACSNano2014v1.2.zip


   2017-04-10 UT_OCI-ASykesACSNano2014v1.2.zip

2016-05-24 LVAMC_UL_HFPQ-WangCR2015v1.2.zip


2016-11-07 UNC-KReuterNL2015v1.2.zip


2017-01-04 OSU_KNDNSU-DBinzelMT2016v1.2.zip


2017-02-13 MCCRC_TO_MDDH_GU_SGT-NSenzerMT2013v1.2.zip


2017-03-03 GU_MCCRC_Gradalis_TO_MCDH_SGT-KPiroloMT2016v1.2.zip


2017-03-03 UMDACC_UT_GU_SGT-ASiefker-RadtkeMT2016v1.2.zip


2017-07-11 CWRU_RWTH-Aachen-DLeNanoscale2017v1.2.zip


2018-01-12 UNC_TUD_NCL_JMWU_MSSU_LMSU-ZHeBMat2016v1.2.zip


2017-09-28 SZMC_HU_NCL-HShmeedaJDT2016v1.2.zip


2018-01-12 FU_SJTU-TKangACSNano2017v1.2.zip


2018-03-23 FU_UCSD-ZChaiJRC2017v1.2.zip


2018-04-18 AsclepiXTher-JHU-EBresselJBMR2018v1.2.zip


2018 06 26 CESPU_UP_NEU-ANascimentoAB2017v1.2.zip


2018 08 10 CGU_CGMH_CGUST_MCUT-YJLuNanomat2018v1.2.zip

The following ISA-TAB-Nano curated examples are using Version 1.1 of the ISA-TAB-Nano specification.


The following ISA-TAB-Nano curated examples are using Version 1.0 of the ISA-TAB-Nano specification.


